
Multivariable Calulus, Spring 2005Computer Projet #1Visualizing Funtions of Two VariablesDUE DATE: Friday, Feb. 11th, in lass.1 IntrodutionThis projet explores ways of visualizing funtions of two variables, f(x; y), using the omputersoftware MAPLE. The two main graphial tehniques are plotting graphs in three dimensions anddrawing ontour plots in two dimensions. The omputer is a partiularly useful devie for under-standing funtions of more than one variable and you are enouraged to use the ommands explainedbelow throughout the ourse as needed. In this projet you will searh for a seret message, �ndthe maximum and minimum heights of various funtions, analyze ontour plots in detail, beomean ant traveling aross a hot plate and disover the limitations of omputers.It is required that you work in a group of two or three people. Any help you reeive froma soure other than your lab partner(s) should be aknowledged in your report. For example, atextbook, web site, another student, et. should all be appropriately referened. Please turn in onereport per group, listing the names of the groups members at the top of your report. Be sure toanswer all questions arefully and neatly, writing in omplete sentenes.The projet should be typed although you do not have to typeset your mathematial notation.For example, you an leave spae for a graph, omputations, tables, et. and then write it in byhand later. You an also inlude graphs or omputations in an appendix at the end of your report.Your presentation is important and I should be able to learly read and understand what you aresaying. Your report should provide answers to eah of the questions in the setion alled TheProjet. Be sure to answer all of the questions asked. Setion 2 is designed for you to learn theimportant MAPLE ommands and to re-enfore some of the material overed in lass.Aknowledgments: Some of the ideas and equations for this projet were borrowed from the labprojet Surfaes, ontours, gradients and appliations by Kristian Sandberg, Department of AppliedMathematis, University of Colorado, Boulder, September, 1999 and from Multivariable Calulus:Collaborative Learning Workbook by David B. Damiano and Margaret N. Freije, Department ofMathematis and Computer Siene, College of the Holy Cross, June, 2001.2 Useful MAPLE Commands for Graphing2.1 Drawing graphs in xyz-spaeThis projet explores ways of visualizing funtions of two variables, f(x; y). One important repre-sentation of f is its graph in 3-d. Letting z represent the output of the funtion z = f(x; y), weplot the set of points (x; y; f(x; y)) in xyz-spae. You an think of the z-oordinate as representingthe height of the funtion above the input variables x and y. If the point (2; 4; 5) is on the graph,then we know that f(2; 4) = 5. It would take a long, long, time to plot points in xyz-spae byhand, but the omputer is fast at pieing together data points to give a 3d-plot of the graph.1



To utilize some of the ommands helpful in visualizing graphs of two variables we need to loadthe MAPLE pakage plots by typingwith(plots);You will see a list of ommands that ome with the pakage. To suppress this list you an usea olon rather than a semi-olon at the end of the ommand with(plots): . To investigate one ofthe examples we have done in lass (the bowl), type the following:f := (x,y) -> x^2 + y^2:plot3d(f(x,y),x=-3..3,y=-3..3,axes=boxed);This should give you a graph of the funtion f(x; y) = x2 + y2. The axes=boxed ommanddisplays a oordinate box to give you a frame of referene. You ould also try the axes=framedommand whih gives the axes without the outlining box. By liking on your graph, you an adjustthe frame of referene for your plot to get di�erent views by dragging the mouse. This is very usefuland really ool! There are also some boxes whih you an lik on at the top of the sreen to seedi�erent features of the graph.Draw a plot of f(x; y) = x2 � y2 and vary the frame of referene to get a good image of thestandard saddle (a.k.a. potato hip). Note that by de�ning f(x; y) in the �rst ommand above wedon't have to keep retyping it for every plot ommand we wish to use. To get more information andmore options for the ommand plot3d, you type ?plot3d. To learn about any MAPLE ommand,type a question mark in front of it and hit return.2.2 Contour PlotsThe seond method for interpreting a funtion f(x; y) is the ontour plot. The ontour plot is a2-d visualization of the funtion obtained by drawing the urves in the xy-plane orresponding toa �xed funtion value or height. These urves are alled level urves or ontours. (Think of atopographial map where a ontour urve outlines the shape or ontour of the land.) Here we �xthe output value z =  and sketh the urve in the xy-plane whose funtion values are all , thatis, graph the equation f(x; y) = . This is equivalent to taking a ross-setion z =  in our 3-dgraph and then projeting the image down onto the xy-plane. As we vary  uniformly (don't forgetthat ontour values are equally spaed), we obtain di�erent ontours, but we sketh them all on thesame 2-d graph in the xy-plane. This yields the ontour plot of the funtion.Graph the ontours of f(x; y) = x2 + y2 by typing:ontourplot(f(x,y), x=-3..3, y=-3..3);Be sure you have f de�ned orretly. By default, MAPLE plots the ontours for 8 di�erentvalues of  (the funtion value) whih are equally spaed. As we disussed in lass, this does NOTmean that the ontours themselves will be equally spaed! Light olored ontours orrespond togreater funtion values than darker olored ones. You an add more ontours by inserting theommand ontours = 15 or by speifying them preisely in a list suh asontours=[0,0.5,1,1.5,2,2.5,3,3.5,4℄In order to plot the ontours, MAPLE samples the values of the funtion on a grid onsisting of25 points in the x-diretion and 25 points in the y-diretion. You an inrease this amount (to getsmoother ontours) by typing grid=[35,35℄ for example. Try exeuting the following ommand:2



ontourplot(f(x,y),x=-3..3,y=-3..3,ontours=[0,0.5,1,1.5,2,2.5,3,3.5,4℄,grid=[35,35℄);Note that the funtion f(x; y) = x2 + y2 has a minimum at the point (0; 0). This means thatthe funtion value f(0; 0) = 0 is smaller than other funtion values nearby. This is easy to seefrom the 3d-plot sine it is the point at the bottom of the bowl. What does the ontour plot looklike near the minimum? Would the piture be di�erent for a maximum? You ould try plottingf(x; y) = �(x2 + y2) to see.For the funtion f(x; y) = x2 � y2, the point (0; 0) is alled a saddle point. (We will de�nethis type of point later after learning about partial derivatives.) Intuitively, a saddle point has adiretion in whih the graph is onave up and another diretion where the graph is onave down.So a saddle point is kind of a min/max all at one. What do the ontours look like near the saddlepoint?Two other useful ommands for viewing ontours are densityplot and ontourplot3d. The�rst ommand yields a shaded plot of the domain of the funtion in the xy-plane where the shadingorresponds to the funtion value. Lighter shades mean larger funtion values while darker shadesorrespond to smaller funtion values. Chek out the density plot of the saddle by typing:densityplot(x^2-y^2,x=-3..3,y=-3..3,grid=[50,50℄);The ommand ontourplot3d is a version of the plot3d ommand that shows horizontal sliesof the graph. It displays 15 slies by default. You an inrease or derease the number of slies byusing the same options as with the ontourplot ommand. Try the following to see the ontourson the saddle in 3d:ontourplot3d(x^2-y^2,x=-3..3,y=-3..3,ontours=20,axes=framed);3 The Projet1. A Seret Message. Using plot3d, draw a 3-d plot of the funtionf(x; y) = os(4x) e�(x2+y2=2) + e�3((�x+0:5)2+y2=2)over the region �3 < x < 3, �5 < y < 5. This funtion an be assigned to f by typingf := (x,y) -> os(4*x)*exp(-(x^2+y^2/2)) + exp(-3*((-x+0.5)^2 + y^2/2);To use this funtion in a ommand, you only need to type f(x,y) in plae of where theexpression would normally go. There is a seret message in the graph whih an only befound if you restrit the output values (z-values) to be very small in magnitude. This an beaomplished using the option view=0..5 whih restrits the plot range for the z-oordinatebetween 0 and 5, for example. Type this ommand after the plot range for x and y arespei�ed, but before you lose the parentheses on the plot3d ommand.a. What is the seret message?b. What happens to the graph as x and y get very large in magnitude? Explain whymathematially by examining the formula for the funtion f .Note: No graphs need to be turned in for this question.3



2. Plot the funtion f(x; y) = y3 � 12y + 2x2 + 4x+ 4 using plot3d.a. Using your graph and using the ommand ontourplot, loate spei�ally any extrema(max's, min's or saddles). Give the oordinates (x; y; f(x; y)) for eah extrema and labelthese points on a print out of a good 3d-graph. Later in the ourse, we will see how to�nd the extrema algebraially. Note that the ommand evalf(f(-1,2)); an be usedto �nd the numerial value of a funtion using MAPLE.b. Draw ontour plots near eah of the extrema. What do these ontour plots have inommon with those of the funtions h1(x; y) = x2 + y2 and h2(x; y) = x2 � y2? How doyou get the ontour plot of the saddle to inlude the two rossing lines passing throughthe saddle point? Print out and turn in a good ontour plot for eah of the extrema youfound in part a.. Is there a global maximum or global minimum for this funtion? In other words, as(x; y) is varied over the whole xy-plane, is there a funtion value whih is the largestor smallest possible? What would you say the range of this funtion is? Explain youranswers.3. Plot the funtion g(x; y) = x2=5+2e�x2=2�y2=2�2 sinx e�x2=4�y2=4 using plot3d. This funtionan be assigned to g by typingg := (x,y) -> x^2/5 + 2*exp(-x^2/2 - y^2/2 ) -2*sin(x)*exp(-x^2/4 - y^2/4);a. Using your graph, the ommand ontourplot, and any other ommands you think helpful,loate as best as possible the extrema (there are a total of �ve). Give the oordinates(x; y; g(x; y)) for eah point. No graphs are required to be turned in for this question.b. Is there any symmetry in this funtion whih is demonstrated in the graphs? Where? Howan you see this analytially from the formula for the funtion? How does it help youwith your answers to part a?. Is there a global maximum or global minimum for g(x; y)? If so, what are they? Whatwould you say the range of this funtion is? Explain your answers.4. An Ant's Path. Suppose you are an ant who wants to ross a retangular plate (0 � x �2�;�2 � y � 2) whose temperature is given by the funtion T (x; y) = (1 � y) sin2 x. Youstart on the side y = �2 and want to get to the side y = 2 by avoiding the hottest points onthe plate.a. What is the oolest point(s) on the side y = �2? Explain. Print out a ontour plot of thetemperature and draw a path whih you would follow to get from the oolest point ony = �2 to the oolest point on y = 2. Reall that sin2 x = (sinx)2. The number � istyped Pi in MAPLE.b. What are the hottest point(s) on the side y = �2? On the same ontour plot as in part a,draw a path from the hottest point on the side y = �2 to the oolest point on the sidey = 2.
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5. When the Computer Fails Us. Consider the funtion B(x; y) = tan(2x� y).a. Without using the omputer, sketh the ontour plot of B(x; y) in the plot range �2 �x � 2;�2 � y � 2. Be sure to use enough level urves to get an aurate and informativesketh.b. Using Maple, enter the following ommand:ontourplot(tan(2*x-y),x=-2..2,y=-2..2);What happens? Does the omputer's piture agree with your piture from part a? Tryinreasing the grid size to get a �ner plot. What happens? Is there any improvement?. Try speifying the ontours for MAPLE by adding the option ontours=[-2,-1,0,1,2℄.How well does the omputer's piture ompare with yours? Where are there problems?Why do you think the omputer is having trouble? Draw some onlusions about theusefulness of pakages like Maple based on this example.
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